Semi-parametric area under the curve regression method for diagnostic studies with ordinal data.
The classification accuracy of new diagnostic tests is based on receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is one of the well-accepted summary measures for describing the accuracy of diagnostic tests. The AUC summary measure can vary by patient and testing characteristics. Thus, the performance of the test may be different in certain subpopulation of patients and readers. For this purpose, we propose a direct semi-parametric regression model for the non-parametric AUC measure for ordinal data while accounting for discrete and continuous covariates. The proposed method can be used to estimate the AUC value under degenerate data where certain rating categories are not observed. We will discuss the non-standard asymptotic theory, since the estimating functions were based on cross-correlated random variables. Simulation studies based on different classification models showed that the proposed model worked reasonably well with small percent bias and percent mean-squared error. The proposed method was applied to the prostate cancer study to estimate the AUC for four readers, and the carotid vessel study with age, gender, history of previous stroke, and total number of risk factors as covariates, to estimate the accuracy of the diagnostic test in the presence of subject-level covariates.